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Background: WiFi is a hot ticket this summer, from both consumer-facing and industry-facing perspectives.  A 
quick look at the numbers indicates that it’s more than just a convenient way to get to the Internet without racking 
up mobile usage charges: More than 50% of the traffic coming in and out of our mobile devices does so over WiFi; 
in turn, more WiFi traffic is moving right now than mobile or wired — combined. 
 
Here’s the second of the two-part series providing the answers to those questions, and a few others — with another 
appreciative nod to Dan Rice, SVP of network technology, for CableLabs®, for his help in putting this together.  
 
Industry-Facing WiFi -- Trends and Issues 
 
1. The FCC’s redefinition of 100 MHz of unlicensed spectrum for WiFi is a very good thing indeed. In March, 
the FCC redefined the rules for 100 MHz of spectrum, in the 5 GHz, zone, such that it could be used indoors and 
outdoors, at higher power.  
 
This matters for several reasons, starting with the introduction to this Top Ten: Some 50-60% of all Internet traffic 
pours into and out of our mobile devices over WiFi. That’s compared to about three percent of Internet traffic 
moving over (licensed) mobile carrier networks. That 50-60% of Internet traffic that moves over WiFi does so using 
one third of the spectrum (200 MHz vs. 600 MHz) of mobile networks. WiFi sends 30x the traffic, in 1/3 of the 
spectrum, which is evidence of its efficiency when it comes to sharing spectrum. 
 
It also indicates that more WiFi spectrum will likely be needed -- beyond the new 100 MHz chunk, itself the 
biggest batch of unlicensed airwaves released since 2003, according to dailywireless.org. Keeping up with an 
anticipated 30 billion WiFi-capable devices by 20201 is going to take some extra spectral headroom. 
 
More WiFi bandwidth is coming, in 2015, potentially in the 3.5 GHz, 5 GHz and super-tasty 600 MHz band, if the 
FCC succeeds in moving broadcast networks off of it. (“Super tasty” because it reaches farther and can go through 
things, like brick.) So, watch for another round of multi-billion dollar spectrum auctions next year. (Cable’s 
position is for much of that bandwidth to be designated as unlicensed.) 
 
The IEEE 802.11ac spec will help, too, tangentially. Sometimes called “Gigabit WiFi,” because of its faster speeds, 
802.11ac enables WiFi to make use of additional spectrum, and lets devices maneuver between the 2.4 GHz and 5 
GHz bands. (Even though 802.ac is technically 5 GHz-only, all WiFi chips are backwards-compatible, which means 
they include 802.11n — which supports both bands.) Phones compliant with 802.11ac are on the  
market now, made by Motorola (MotoX) and Samsung (Galaxy), and many others — 200+, according to the WiFi 
Alliance.2 
  

 
1 ABI Research: https://www.abiresearch.com/press/more-than-30-billion-devices-will-wirelessly-conne 
 
2 http://bit.ly/1qeUIzx   
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2. Just because it’s unlicensed doesn’t mean it’s unregulated. Simply put, the difference between “licensed”  
and “unlicensed” spectrum is that licensed bands can only be used by the company that licensed them; unlicensed 
areas can be used by anyone. 
 
This doesn’t mean that just because a swath of spectrum is deemed “unlicensed,” it’s a wireless free-for-all. 
Regulations necessarily exist on things like transmit power and sharing, so that devices attempt to be “good 
neighbors” not stepping on each other, or creating interference.  
 
The combination of good regulatory policy (like the extra 100 MHz) and basic market forces make for a very 
efficient use of the public unlicensed spectrum for WiFi, here and around the world. 
 
Even so, the growing risk within the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz unlicensed zones is simple overpopulation, caused by 
the growth in WiFi devices. If seven billion wireless devices are tapping into WiFi now, and things are already 
getting congested. Where do the other 13 billion fit in? And what about those LTE-U interlopers? (See #4, below…) 
 
When it comes to WiFi bandwidth, “thrift is a virtue” is a more apt idiom than “the more the merrier.” 
 
Status: Technologies to share spectrum more efficiently are coming to market.  At the same time, regulators could 
probably do more to ensure that more spectrum becomes available, with rules that favor best use for all. 
 
3. CableWiFi can take on LTE as a national mobile offering -- kind of. Cable’s WiFi footprint will continue to 
grow, with additional access points, additional operators, and “home spots.” Is there a point in time when cableWiFi 
can cover enough of the U.S. footprint to rival a fully mobile offering?  Probably not, industry experts say. 
WiFi began as a short-range, small cell radio technique, and wasn’t intended for longer-range, mobile use. It follows 
that most wireless usage (around 80%) happens when we’re largely stationary — be it at home, at work, at a 
park, at a stadium, at Starbucks. All of these locations are great opportunities for WiFi.  
 
“I don’t anticipate a fully mobile WiFi network” for cable, noted Dan Rice, SVP of network technology for 
CableLabs, at the Rocky Mountain SCTE’s annual Summer Symposium, adding that “it’ll be a combination -- a 
hybrid, where mobile technologies fill in the gaps between WiFi networks.” (Think WiFi First here.) 
 
4. Keep a close eye on LTE-U (Long-term Evolution Unlicensed.) Everyone wants to get in each other’s 
business. Cable got into phone, telcos got into video. It follows that in the world of WiFi, mobile carriers are now 
considering the use of the unlicensed bands for their Internet-sourced traffic. 
 
They call it “LTE-U,” for LTE Unlicensed. (Some call it what chipmaker and evangelist Qualcomm calls it: 
Unlicensed LTE Advanced, abbreviated “uLTEA,” and evidently pronounced as “yuletea.”) 
 
Market analysts are already on high alert, calling it “a radical move that could upend carrier WiFi,” and an effort 
that could “dramatically expand the market for LTE and decimate carrier WiFi.”3 
 
It means that just as cable blends and grows its national WiFi presence, through efforts like cableWiFi and home 
spots, mobile carriers want to dump their traffic into the same spectral area.  That’s the thing about unlicensed 
spectrum: Anyone can use it.  
 
 

3 Mike Roberts, “4G: Qualcomm unveils LTE Advanced in unlicensed spectrum, a radical move that could upend carrier WiFi”, Informa Telecoms & Media 
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Is cable concerned? Yes. At the Cable Show this year, Liberty Global CTO Balan Nair described LTE-U as 
“bad news for us, because the control plane for (LTE-U) is going to be on the licensed spectrum, which suddenly 
keeps us out. It’s something we all have to be really cognizant of, and vocal about.” 
 
In a recent meeting of the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers, Rocky Mountain Chapter, panelists 
also characterized LTE-U as a threat. “It’s a worry, yes,” noted Charter CTO Jay Rolls. “The worry is that LTE-U 
comes in and changes the market dynamics -- it’s not a healthy force.”  
 
At issue is how LTE connectivity works, relative to WiFi. Picture a room full of people, all talking politely, one waiting 
for the other to finish, before chiming in. That’s WiFi.  All of a sudden, out of nowhere, a huge glob of loud people 
crash in, shouting instructions to each other and talking over everyone. That’s LTE, which, by its very nature, 
assumes it doesn’t need to share spectrum. “LTE has all these control channels that are always talking, to each 
other and to the network,” said CableLabs’ Rice. Models already exist showing that LTE-U could reduce existing 
WiFi bandwidth to zero, he added. 
 
What will happen? CableLabs, its members, and others in the wider WiFi community are advocating for equitable 
spectrum sharing between WiFi and LTE-U, as the standards develop4. The rationale: Applying some of LTE’s 
benefits to the unlicensed spectrum could be a good thing for everyone, including cable providers.  
 
5. Interference issues and “RRM”.  It follows that the bulk of the work on tap in the WiFi technology and mobile 
communities involves interference mitigation: How to anticipate interference, and maneuver through it, without 
service disruption, particularly as wireless access points and small cells become more densely deployed.  
 
Microwave ovens work in the 2.4 GHz range, for instance, as do all of our Bluetooth devices, which adds to the 
challenge. 
 
As a body of work, WiFi interference mitigation goes by “RRM” - “Radio Resource Management” - which does 
things like turn down the transmit power level, or change channels in the face of interfering traffic. The goal of RRM, 
and its companion term, SON (Self Optimizing Networks), is to reduce interference and increase capacity for the 
network as a whole.  
 
SON works by putting servers in the networks that direct traffic, seamlessly jumping traffic between channels and 
bands, to circumvent network clogs.  
 
It’s all about putting more intelligence into the network and the end points, so that over time, wireless broadband 
carries the same reliability and service level as wired broadband.  
 
Additional Reading 
 
WiFi Gets Around, by Tom Kridell, HeavyReading 4G/LTE Insider: 
http://www.lightreading.com/mobile/carrier-wifi/wifi-gets-around/a/d-id/709442? 
 
Blog: Qualcomm Unveils LTE Advanced in Unlicensed Spectrum, a Radical Move That Could Upend Carrier WiFi, by 
Mike Roberts, Analyst, Informa Telecoms & Media; 
http://blogs.informatandm.com/18191/4g-qualcomm-unveils-lte-advanced-in-unlicensed-spectrum-a-radical-move-that-
could-upend-carrier-WiFi/ 
 

4 http://www.cablelabs.com/will-WiFi-have-to-share-the-waves/ 
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FCC Votes to Expand Wireless Spectrum - A Win for WiFi, by Rob Alderfer, Principal Strategic Analyst: 
http://www.cablelabs.com/fcc-votes-to-expand-wireless-spectrum-a-win-for-WiFi/ 
 
Approaches to Increasing Wireless Spectrum, By Rob Alderfer, Principal Strategic Analyst, and James Kerley, CableLabs 
Blog Editor. http://www.cablelabs.com/approaches-to-increasing-wireless-spectrum/ 
 
Global WiFi Roaming Accelerates, by Bernie McKibben, Principal Architect: 
http://www.cablelabs.com/global-WiFi-roaming-accelerates/ 
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